This paper describes an XSEDE Extended Collaboration Support Service (ECSS) effort on scaling a campus-developed online BLAST service (BLASTer) into an XSEDE gateway to help bridge the gap between genomic researchers and advanced computing and data environments like those found in the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) network. Biologists and geneticists all over the world use the suite of Basic Local Alignment Search Tools (BLAST) developed by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) throughout the full spectrum of genomic research. It has become one of the de facto bioinformatics applications used in all variety of computing environments. BLASTer allows researchers to achieve those tasks faster and without expert computing knowledge by converting BLAST jobs to parallel executions. It handles all of the details of computation submission, execution, and database access for users through an intuitive web-based interface provided by the unique features of the HUBzero gateway platform. This paper details the core development of BLASTer for campus computing resources at Purdue University, some of its successes among the user community, and the current efforts by an ECSS scientific gateways project from XSEDE to include dataintensive use of resources like Wrangler at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) in the XSEDE network. The lessons learned from this project will be used to bring other XSEDE computing resources to BLASTer in the future and other programs like BLASTer to XSEDE users.
INTRODUCTION
For over twenty five years, the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) has been providing the world of genomic research with the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) suite of applications [1] . In that time BLAST has risen to de facto status in the toolbox of countless bioinformatics workers around the world. NCBI makes available a large library of standard gene sequences [2] , and many users generate their own databases against which BLAST can search. Combing through these vast oceans of nucleotide and protein sequence data would not be possible without modern computing and programs like BLAST. A search through citations databases will return tens of thousands of BLAST references covering the spectrum of genetic research of organisms from e. coli [3] to human beings [4] .
Anyone can freely download from the NCBI website the collection of BLAST applications [5] , but not all computing environments are equally suited to the task of executing them. Researchers making use of BLAST may need to scan large databases of gene data many thousands of times for related nucleotide and protein sequences. Many researchers only have access to a limited number of desktop-class workstations which could require significant amounts of time to process the data in its entirety. Of the researchers with access to high-throughput computing resources, many cannot devote resources to training themselves or their assistants in the skills needed to utilize advanced computation workflows. The current NCBI BLAST do not have native support for parallelization, either. The efficient use of BLAST in a non-serial manner requires users to orchestrate, external to the BLAST program, how the list of tasks is split and handled. and search parameters provided by researchers, parallelizes the BLAST work, and submits the tasks to computing clusters without the need for users to download and locally maintain software.
BLASTer was released to great success among the user community at Purdue University and changed the fundamental workflow of many research groups as experiments were able to execute magnitudes faster. However, over time the size of the standard sequence databases provided by NCBI grew to threaten the execution model for BLASTer. Tasks that previously executed in only a few minutes as backfill jobs on idle computing nodes around campus were now taking much longer and risking eviction from the idle computing nodes returning to service. The BLASTer developers were tasked with transitioning to an execution model of traditionally scheduled batch jobs to handle the longer processing requirements. This change gave the search jobs the guaranteed execution times necessary to complete and provided a mechanism to handle these scaling issues well into the future as data sizes continue to grow.
As a consequence of the transition from the preemptive execution environment to one of batch submission with guaranteed available execution time, BLASTer is now positioned to expand beyond the local campus computing resources. An Extended Collaborative Support Services (ECSS) project has been created within the Scientific Gateways program of XSEDE to perform the work necessary to allow BLASTer to submit tasks to XSEDE computing resources like Wrangler at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) and Comet at San Diego Supercomputer Center as the XSEDE BLAST Gateway. By transforming a campus-developed tool into an XSEDE science gateway, BLASTer will be able to reach a much greater research community beyond a campus and capable of handling a much larger volume of users for the next phase of its existence as the XSEDE BLAST Gateway.
COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS 2.1 HUBzero Platform
In 2002 the newly formed Network for Computational Nanotechnology needed an online portal for hosting a user community capable of allowing users to collaborate, share resources, and execute simulations directly from their web browser [6] . NanoHUB.org was created to meet these needs, and as it has matured the community has grown to over 300,000 simulation users among 1.4 million annual visitors with over 1,100 published citations of the site [7] . In 2007 the platform was released as HUBzero for recreating the success of NanoHUB within other scientific domains. BLASTer is deployed as a publicly accessible scientific tool on Purdue University's DiaGrid [8] instance of the HUBzero platform.
The HUBzero platform provides the frontend content management and community engagement features one would expect of any user portal, but the major benefit to scientific communities comes with the inline live execution of tool programs.
Utilizing a cloud of execution hosts running lightweight Linux virtual containers through OpenVZ [9] , users can run programs within the HUBzero architecture backend, in a web browser, without downloading or installing them locally. They are given access to these processes running in the cloud via a web-enabled modified Virtual Network Computing (VNC) remote desktop experience embedded directly into the HUBzero website.
Tool developers have access to complex computational workflows through submission engines like HTCondor or PBS batch job queuing via a command-line interface provided by the HUBzero platform named "submit." This system abstracts all the details of interfacing with external computing resources regardless of the actual mechanism by which tasks are submitted and managed. The end result is that the HUBzero platform makes it possible for users to leverage complex parallel processing tasks form a web browser with no need for the advanced computing expertise of handling the details of the workflow.
Purdue Community Clusters
Purdue University operates a collection of high-throughput computing clusters available to researchers upon campus who participate in a community cluster program [10] . Research groups purchase nodes within one of the computing clusters which guarantees a corresponding volume of time and computing power. Participants in the community program agree to make available to the general population of users the idle time on nodes they have purchased when they are not making use of them through which a greater range of users can be serviced and a greater variability in each user's workload can be handled. A shared filesystem available to all nodes and a homogeneous configuration of each computing node guarantees applications like BLAST will operate at relatively equivalent performance and configuration no matter where in the cluster environment they may execute.
In any cluster batch job scheduling system, there will naturally develop periods of time when a node must sit idle as the queue of batched jobs is either empty or there are not adequate resources available concurrently to begin executing another entry from the queue. Systems like HTCondor developed by the University of Wisconsin-Madison exist to harvest these spare computing cycles and put them to work running short-lived jobs that can complete on a single node in the window of idle between larger jobs from the queue [11] . The first deployment of BLASTer made use of an HTCondor pool composed at its height of nearly 50,000 cores from various community computing clusters and desktop systems across the local campus and at affiliated institutions [12] . As the number of cores in the HTCondor pool fluctuated due to system retirement, usage increased on all clusters, and the processing needs of the BLAST workloads grew over time, BLASTer was transitioned to a traditional scheduled batch job queue to allow for longer execution times and greater resource usage. The Purdue community clusters utilize the TORQUE job scheduler for managing PBS batch jobs [13] . As the BLAST jobs are still executing on the same physical hardware with the same software environment as the HTCondor pool, there was no effect on the execution aside from the greater time allotment for a guaranteed period given to the BLAST batch jobs.
XSEDE Computing Resources
As part of a virtual cyberinfrastructure, XSEDE Service Providers make available high performance computing resources running at their respective sites in part or whole to researchers nationwide via the XSEDE allocations [14] . Researchers submit requests for XSEDE resources, including computing time and storage space, which are reviewed quarterly and allocated based on review feedback and available resources. Projects like the XSEDE BLAST Gateway obtain allocations on specific resources for their gateways and, subsequently, submit all computation jobs from a gateway on behalf of their users to these resources as one community account in place of the individual accounts of each user. Many end users may never know where or how their computation jobs are submitted to XSEDE.
The XSEDE BLAST Gateway has chosen the Wrangler computing cluster provided by TACC as the first XSEDE computing resource to which it will expand its capabilities. The work performed by the ECSS project mentioned within this paper and the lessons learned from performing this work will be leveraged in the future to expand the XSEDE BLAST Gateway further into additional XSEDE computing resources like the Comet computing cluster provided by the San Diego Supercomputing Center (SDSC).
DEVELOPING BLASTER 3.1 Parallelizing BLAST
Users feed into BLAST a list of gene sequences which are searched individually against a library of known nucleotide and protein sequences. The Genomics Core Facility of Purdue University offers a variety of services to genetic researchers from the initial sequencing through providing aid in running informatics tools like BLAST. A typical input file from users supported by Bioinformatics Specialist Rick Westerman of the Genomics Core Facility can contain over 110,000 sequences. Although the search for each sequence is an independent operation, the BLAST applications were designed to iterate serially through them in input files. It is possible to specify a number of threads that will run concurrently within the same computation node, but BLAST contains no native support for parallel cluster processing across multiple computation nodes. Fortunately, the independent nature of each sequence's search allows input files to be split and run as entirely separate processes on any number of machines.
The work of performing the input file split is handled by a set of Linux shell scripts. The scripts determine the total number of sequences in a user's given input file and write as many smaller input files as is necessary with a predetermined number of sequences in each smaller file. Each of these smaller files can be submitted as an independent process in any computing environment against the same database file with the same search parameters with no regard for when or where any other smaller input piece is similarly being executed. The accuracy of this input file splitting technique was verified with the help of researchers at the Purdue College of Agriculture.
These scripts and the input splitting technique they employ form BLASTer's core design. The program operates by providing a GUI for the workflow of using these scripts and managing all the smaller split tasks created by these scripts. BLASTer first takes input and parameters from the user, runs the parallelizing split scripts locally within the HUBzero environment to generate all the smaller input pieces, and then utilizes the HUBzero middleware to find computing resources that will execute them before finally weaving all the output pieces back together to return to the user.
Search Engine Design
To accomplish the goal of providing users with an experience free from the burden of handling any details of the advanced computing environment, BLASTer needed a design to abstract all of those aspects away from the user interface. The solution came in the form of Search Engines.
By defining a Search Engine code interface through which all BLAST actions are passed, any manner of arbitrary code conforming to the function interface can be handled by BLASTer. A core set of task operations has been defined which includes job submission, cancellation, and deletion. Standardizing the mechanisms by which these operations are triggered and their status reported allows one user interface to run any BLAST application regardless of the underlying computational model or environment employed. This design has proven to be adaptable as the tool evolves in response to changes in the systems and resources it relied upon for job execution.
Within the BLASTer code resides a Search Manager component which handles the task routing between users and the proper Search Engines. Researchers create a new search job with all the proper parameters inside the user interface. The user interface passes these details to the Search Manager which determines the correct Search Engine for the type of search selected and delivers these details to it. The correct Search Engine then performs the work of actually executing the BLAST tasks through interaction with the HUBzero middleware. The Search Manager maintains a collection of all the active jobs within the system and polls each periodically for a status update. The user interface uses these periodic updates to keep the user aware of the status of each job they have submitted, regardless of the actual Search Engine which is performing the work.
The BLASTer GUI
The unique environment of the HUBzero platform allows developers to deploy directly to the web almost any traditional, richly interactive desktop application. With nothing to download or install, users can interact with a lightweight Linux desktop running within the HUBzero server in a small virtual container, delivered through the end user's web browser via an embedded VNC-like remote viewer [15] ; and BLASTer is one of these programs. Because BLASTer is executing in the HUBzero server's container in the cloud the platform allows a user to navigate away from the GUI, close the browser or their laptop computer, and return to the same tool session later on, without interrupting the backend execution.
Java was selected as the language for the BLASTer GUI and core components, and the Swing library of the standard JAVA API was chosen as the graphical toolkit. This allowed BLASTer to give users a familiar interface with a flexible and responsive layout. Users can interact with the BLASTer interface to manage many concurrent tasks, and the robust Java support for multi-threading and ties into the native operating system of the Linux virtual container. BLASTer through Java and the HUBzero tool session framework has the ability to continuously update users on the status of jobs, adapt flexibly to changing conditions without user prompts to do so, execute code segments written in nearly any language, and make real-time and interactive use of external helper applications.
Configuring the HUBzero Middleware
Within the HUBzero middleware, the "submit" system is used by tool developers to contact external computing resources. This command abstracts all the details of connecting to computation environments, submitting the tasks, and managing the delivery of any results from those tasks back to the HUBzero Linux virtual containers where the tool programs like BLASTer are executing. Tool developers simply call "submit" with the correct set of arguments to tell the HUBzero middleware which computation configuration to utilize.
Within the "submit" configuration system, each computation resource is referenced as a "venue." Each venue is defined by a collection of technical values which tell "submit" details like how many processors per node to use, the batch command of the remote system, and the user account under which to submit jobs. "Submit" weaves these values into the specific commands to send to a computing resource, performs the task of doing so, and provides status updates to tool developers in a uniform format regardless of the actual mechanism at use by the computing resource. Through this system neither the end user nor the tool developer needs have any direct access or knowledge of what is happening at the computing resource.
For the first deployment of BLASTer on DiaGrid.org, the HUBzero middleware and "submit" system were configured to send BLAST jobs to the Purdue University HTCondor pool. At the time "submit' was utilizing the Pegasus workflow engine to manage HTCondor submissions [16] . When a user submitted a job in this version of BLASTer, the Java code created a subprocess and ran the shell command for "submit" with the proper parameters for BLAST with the "venue" specified as the one for the local campus HTCondor pool. The "submit" framework used those venue configuration values to prepare and run the proper command for the Pegasus submission engine. The Pegasus system, in turn, managed running the correct tasks in the HTCondor pool. When the tasks had completed, Pegasus reported the results back to "submit" which returned them to BLASTer in the Linux virtual container.
Running BLAST in the Grid
The BLAST executables are staged upon the Purdue community computing environment in a shared filesystem accessible to all execution nodes of all campus clusters. When BLASTer was using the Pegasus workflow engine, the HUBzero middleware submitted jobs to an HTCondor job scheduler through Pegasus Figure 3 : The BLASTer GUI search parameter screen which searched for appropriate nodes within the campus computing clusters with a block of idle time in which to place a BLAST task in hopes it could complete before the community cluster's own batch job scheduler requested to regain control of the node. When an HTCondor task landed upon a computing node, the BLAST executables could be reliably executed regardless of the specific node in use due to the shared filesystem. When the HTCondor job had finished, the resulting files created or modified were transmitted back to the HTCondor scheduler for delivery to the HUBzero middleware which originally submitted the task. The HUBzero middleware layer then deposited those results into the correct location of the HUBzero server's own filesystem for the user's BLASTer instance to receive.
Through a similar shared filesystem, the standard NCBI nucleotide and protein databases are available to any node within the campus computing environment. NCBI makes available a Perl script for maintaining a local up-to-date mirror of these standard database files, and this script is called periodically by Purdue University research computing staff to keep this shared copy current. Additional locally developed scripts are executed along with the NCBI update script to automate the process to keep multiple recent editions of the standard databases and to create notes for BLASTer as to the exact path of the latest edition for new searches to utilize.
Users who choose to utilize their own non-standard nucleotide and protein databases specify the file to use within BLASTer which is uploaded by the user to the HUBzero server or already staged within it. The HUBzero middleware packages this custom database file with the search parameters and any input files to transmit to the campus computing cluster at runtime when the task is scheduled and placed within an execution node as an additional input file.
MOVING FROM HTCONDOR TO PBS
It is the nature of genomic research that large amounts of data is being created continuously.
As new organisms and new specimens are being sequenced, the standard databases provided by NCBI have grown considerably. As of April 2016, the "NR" database of protein sequences provided by NCBI alone spans over 160 gigabytes of disk storage and is broken into 48 separate volumes [2] . As the size of data BLAST must search in the standard database increased, the HTCondor scheduling system began to experience greater trouble in finding opportunistic moments on the clusters in which to run BLASTer tasks before being evicted to make nodes again available to the batch job scheduler queue. A shift in execution model was required so that BLASTer tasks could be given the proper processing power and time needed to complete without excessive delays and task restarts.
Any change to how BLASTer operates must maintain the core goal of protecting end users from the burden of managing the execution details of the BLAST applications. Fortunately, the modular Search Engine core of BLASTer and the abstractions provided by the HUBzero 'submit' middleware system ensure this will be the case regardless of what changes need be made. The GUI and data structure layers of BLASTer need not even be aware of these changes aside from the minimal configuration work needed to select the proper Search Engine class at runtime to use. Updating BLASTer to utilize the new method of PBS batch job submission was little more than creating a new Search Engine class and some tweaks to the scripts which handle the input file splitting threshold values.
Within "submit" the change to a different "venue" triggers the use of a different configuration for managing the BLAST tasks. In place of the code module which built and executed the commands for submitting the BLAST jobs to the Pegasus engine, "submit" now uses a code module which builds and executes commands for submitting the BLAST jobs to the PBS batch queuing system of a local community cluster. The interface through which the status of this is reported has not changed, however, meaning BLASTer can continue unaltered to monitor the status in spite of the fundamental shift in what is actually happening with the BLAST executions. The HTCondor setup at Purdue Unversity submitted tasks to the pool to be executed as an anonymous user. Within the PBS batch queue environment, the "submit" system utilizes a shared community account created for the purpose of owning all batch submissions. This means the system still does not have to know the identity of gateway users to schedule BLAST tasks and gateway users are still free from needing credentials within the computing resource.
The result of this refactoring work has returned BLASTer to a state in which search jobs can reliably complete in a much timelier manner than the degraded performance caused by the data scaling issues which developed over the natural expansion of the datasets utilized. Although the BLAST searches must now sit in the batch job queue and wait longer to start, the overall time-toresults is much lower. The problem situations in which HTCondor tasks must halt, be evicted for the higher priority batch job queue, and be rescheduled by Pegasus no longer apply. Without the requirement of trying to fit a volatile and randomlength sliver of time, individual BLAST jobs submitted via PBS can also be tuned to fill much longer guaranteed blocks. The overall experience is much smoother and predictable, and the greater certainty of the execution environment allows the BLASTer tasks to have a higher level of optimization. Perhaps the most important result of this work, though, is that it should be much more apt at scaling to the data growth issue in the future and will insulate users from a recurrence of these processing bottleneck issues.
THE XSEDE BLAST GATEWAY
The transition from informal HTCondor execution to the traditional PBS model of reserved batch jobs has left BLASTer poised to expand beyond the local Purdue University campus computing environment. An XSEDE Extended Collaborative Support Services (ECSS) project was created to explore and implement this possibility. It is hoped that through the XSEDE BLAST Gateway a wider community of global genomic researchers can find and benefit from the features of BLASTer to streamline and improve their BLAST workflows.
Surveying XSEDE Clusters
Although the BLAST suite of applications runs on a wide variety of computing platforms, it was determined the ECSS project would best be served by finding the best match to suiting the needs of BLAST searches to provide the smoothest transition to using a first XSEDE computing resource.
Bioinformatics applications are often known to require the processing of large volumes of data, and BLAST is not an exception. A typical user workload for a single search submission may require the BLAST applications to perform thousands of individual searches through over 100 gigabytes of protein or nucleotide databases. A suitable candidate for the first XSEDE BLAST Gateway computing resource needed to be adept at handling large volumes of data.
A survey of all available computing resources within XSEDE available for requesting an allocation of storage space and processing time determined the Wrangler cluster of TACC to be most suited to running the BLAST tasks produced by the XSEDE BLAST Gateway. Wrangler was designed to be a cluster for processing data-intensive tasks. Each node contains a pair of 12-core Intel Haswell-family processors, 128GB of RAM, and 4TB of local flash storage [17] . These specifications will allow BLAST jobs sent to Wrangler nodes to run with multiple concurrent threads and should provide enough IO performance to minimize bottlenecks caused by the high amount data traversal required.
Staging BLAST on Wrangler
The survey of XSEDE computing resources determined there are no clusters available that currently have an up-to-date version of BLAST installed for their user communities. BLAST is a robust suite of applications, however, and it is readily built with the standard compilers of nearly all computing cluster environments. Without built-in support for parallelization libraries like MPI or OpenMP, it can be treated as a traditional single-node application with few dependencies upon the environment in which it executes.
Staging the standard protein and nucleotide databases provided by NCBI to be locally available for Wrangler computing nodes was also a straight-forward and simple process.
The XSEDE allocation for this project requested the appropriate storage space for holding few copies of these databases with room for future growth (4TB), and this storage allocation is upon a filesystem mounted upon each computation node. NCBI provides a Perl script for keeping this local mirror of the databases synced with their continuous updates [18] , and this script can be scheduled to run at regular intervals upon the Wrangler cluster as it has similarly been used to update the NCBI databases within the Purdue campus community clusters.
Updating BLASTer for XSEDE
The modular abstraction system of Search Engine interfaces designed for the first phases of the BLASTer development history make updating the program to handle XSEDE computing resources relatively simple.
A new Search Engine class must be developed to call the corresponding commands in the HUBzero middleware to send a job to the XSEDE resources in place of the commands to be used for sending a job to the local Purdue University campus computing resources. While the Search Engine system allows for dramatic changes in how each type handles job submissions, the use of the same HUBzero middleware framework means that in practice this change for utilizing XSEDE is nothing more to BLASTer than a set of different command line arguments.
The choice has been made within BLASTer to give users the option of continuing to submit to the local Purdue University campus computing environment or the new XSEDE computing environment. In order to support this, minimal changes to the GUI are necessary so that users can select at parameter specification time where to send their BLAST tasks. The program should default to the best option so that users who are unsure how to select or do not care will not be burdened by this choice. It is outside the scope of the ECSS project to intelligently select for the user which computing destination is best for each user at runtime, but this is something which can be explored in the future. The initial release of the XSEDE BLAST Gateway will include a version of BLASTer which defaults to the XSEDE environment and allows existing local users to optionally select a local computing resource.
Configuring HUBzero for Wrangler
The Wrangler computing cluster at TACC uses SLURM as the engine for handling its queue of batch job submissions [17] . The HUBzero middleware must send BLAST tasks to TACC to schedule within SLURM, and this is most easily accomplished via an SSH mechanism. The HUBzero middleware will use gsissh to stage the necessary input files on Wrangler and execute the queuing commands for SLURM. It will continue to interact with Wrangler over a gsissh connection while the BLAST tasks are running to poll SLURM periodically for the status of the jobs.
With the assistance of the administrators at TACC, a new community account will be created for the HUBzero middleware to use, and these SSH and SCP commands will be done as this account. The jobs scheduled within SLURM on Wrangler will be owned by this community account, and it will be the job of the HUBzero middleware to map all of these jobs back to the proper user within DiaGrid.org. This model of task "ownership" by a shared community account is a popular solution within XSEDE to running tasks through a scientific gateway like the XSEDE BLAST Gateway.
A new "venue" with the configuration values for using this method to contact Wrangler will be created, and the new XSEDE Search Engine class will utilize this "venue" when calling "submit." These modifications to both the HUBzero middleware and the BLASTer code mirror the changes made to call PBS on the local computing clusters "venue" in place of the original for using HTCondor through Pegasus. It is hoped that they can be a model for any changes needed in the future to include additional XSEDE computing resources such as the Comet cluster of SDSC.
THE USER COMMUNITY
Since BLASTer's release on DiaGrid, more than 130 researchers from various domains have used the tool. In the first two years after its launch, BLASTer completed 1.4 million search jobs (totaling tens to hundreds of millions of sequences) against public and custom databases and consumed more than 8 million CPU hours. Many of these researchers traditionally used desktop computers for computation.
One group studying gene evolution incorporated BLASTer in their workflow. After obtaining data by running RNA samples of organism of interest through the next generation sequencer (E51 Illumina) and assembling thousands of reads into contigs, they used BLASTer to annotate sequences (before analysis), a step that took 8 days to run on the lab computers now takes less than 3 hours. This speedup allowed the group to try many different parameters and annotation schemes, which was impossible to do previously.
One University of Puerto Rico researcher ran BLASTer on 3 million sequences in an effort to map out the human metabolomics network. Using a dataset (based on samples of 160 individuals) from the Human Microbiome Project as input, BLASTer allowed him to make a 'fingerprint' of the metabolic pathways present in the microbiota in the intestine, potentially helping to identify bacterial metabolic pathways that are associated with diseases. He also used BLASTer to examine the meta-metabolomic networks of soils in a study to understand nutrient cycling in soils by bacterial communities. Searching on google for "BLAST" and "grid computing" brought him to BLASTer, which allowed him to successfully run 3 million sequences through BLAST.
Building on the experience and lessons learned in the recent usage of BLASTer and powerful resources on XSEDE, the new XSEDE BLAST Gateway will be able to serve a larger user base. At the conclusion of this ECSS project, the ECSS staff will help the BLASTer development team to leverage various training and outreach venues of XSEDE, including newsletter, campus champions, and the community engagement programs, to broaden its reach.
RELATED WORKS
A number of efforts exist to provide users with an online BLAST experience and to improve BLAST performance through parallelization.
NCBI operates an online interface to the BLAST applications where users can upload query sequences and perform brief searches against the NCBI standard databases [19] . This website, however, is limited in the scope of BLAST work that can be performed. The NCBI website limits user submissions by enforcing a cap of one hour of CPU usage time [20] . The XSEDE BLAST Gateway has a limit on each individual BLAST task sent to a computing cluster, but this is hidden from end users and does not affect them as additional tasks are automatically created by the system on the user's behalf as needed. The NCBI website also does not allow for the uploading of custom databases which is a feature many BLASTer users have requested which is supported in the XSEDE BLAST Gateway.
Seetharam et al, in their XSEDE15 paper [21] , detail the efforts by an ECSS project to optimize BLAST performance on XSEDE Stampede. After experimenting with a variety of solutions, the ECSS staff members of this project arrived at the same solution as BLASTer of splitting sequence input files into multiple smaller input files that can be run in parallel by independent instances of the BLAST applications. This project further optimized their performance by copying the database against which the input files search from the cluster-wide shared file system at their institution to local storage of the execution nodes. The scripts for running the improved BLAST are available publicly on github. The XSEDE BLAST Gateway uses a different approach to staging database files on shared storage systems as outlined in Sections 3.5 and 5.2, but the developers will continue to explore methods to enhance performance.
An open-source project by the name of mpiBLAST existed to perform the work of parallelizing the BLAST suite of applications around the MPI parallelization libraries [22] . This effort has received many accolades from the user community, but it has not been updated since November 2012. The developers of this project have transitioned their work to a commercial BLAST parallelization service named AbokiaBLAST [23] , but this also appears to no longer be maintained. This approach of modifying the BLAST executables themselves to include parallelization in the code is vulnerable to the need to be updated each time NCBI releases a newer version of the BLAST applications. The XSEDE BLAST Gateway only requires small configuration changes when the BLAST suite is updated as it relies instead upon splitting the inputs and databases without modification of the executables.
FUTURE WORK
The current plan is to release the new XSEDE BLAST Gateway by July 2016 for general use. Once deployed, any user will be able to execute large scale BLAST runs on XSEDE resources via the DiaGrid portal. In anticipation of XSEDE support of Oauth2, DiaGrid.org will accept XSEDE user credentials to login, hence there will be no need for XSEDE users to create yet another local account on DiaGrid.org.
Following the conclusion of the ECSS project, many potential future tasks will remain to continue improving the feature set and user experience of the XSEDE BLAST Gateway.
The Wrangler computing cluster at TACC was the first XSEDE computing cluster candidate chosen for the XSEDE BLAST Gateway project, but it was not intended to be the last. Work will continue to further expand BLASTer to support other XSEDE resources such as Comet from SDSC.
Currently the BLASTer software allows users to select one of the output formats provided by BLAST at time of submission and to review or download the output once the search has completed. An undergraduate assistant will begin work in the near future to improve this experience and provide greater flexibility to end users. When this work is complete, BLASTer will automatically select the BLAST output format that captures all data, parse this data into program memory, and allow users after completion of the search to pick any of the output formats desired which will be automatically generated from the parsed raw output upon request.
The work to increase output flexibility and parse the data into the BLASTer executable also paves the path to inline post-processing and analysis. With the data readily available to the program code, it will be much easier to explore how to provide users with statistics, analysis, and visualizations of the data.
BLAST is not the only tool used widely by genomic researchers. The modular design on the BLASTer software and the features of the HUBzero platform allow the deployment of additional synergistic applications of value to these users with the ability to share data and execution sessions between them.
The ECSS staff members of this project also believe the lessons learned here to bring BLASTer jobs to XSEDE computing resources via the XSEDE BLAST Gateway project can be generalized in the future to aid bringing other simulations and research tools to the XSEDE community via HUBzero-based web deployments.
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